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CONFIDENTIAL DOCUMENT                  
 
SCOTTISH GYMNASTICS  
 
MINUTES OF TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON THURSDAY 18TH 
NOVEMBER 2021 
VIA VIDEO CONFERENCE (TEAMS CALL) 
 
 
PRESENT  Andy Youl (AY)            Chairperson 

Nicky Youl (NY)           Competition Organiser 
Tracey Findlay (TF)     Judging Coordinator 
Fiona Fyfe (FF)           Performance Coordinator 

APOLOGIES Lynsey Ritchie (LR)  

IN ATTENDANCE Sam Hendrikson (SH) 
Jay Runga (JR) 
Becky Harris (BH) 
 

 
 
ITEM AGENDA ITEM/DISCUSSION 

1 WELCOME AND APOLOGIES 

 SH opened the meeting and welcomed everyone along. 
 
Apologies from Lynsey Ritchie & Wendy Purdie.  
 

2 GENERAL UPDATE 

  
Budget - Acro 
Patricia gave an overall view of the current budget.  Patricia will send 
updated budget to the TC a month after the quarters.  AY requested that 
this be in an excel version.  

 

 ACTION: 
 

3 PERFORMANCE PATHWAY UPDATE 
 

  
Performance Programmes 
An induction was held for all selected gymnasts, their personal coaches 
and their parents/carers on Wednesday 6 October.  This was attended by 
over 100 gymnasts, their coaches and parent/carer if they were under 18, 
or in some cases as a group in the gym during a break in training!  This was 
presented jointly by the Performance and Safeguarding teams to welcome 
everyone and to cover all aspects of safeguarding in general and at camps 
and the programme vision.  This is a new approach to inductions following 
recommendations from the independent safeguarding review. 
 
Inductions for performance programme athletes are now compulsory for 
all those selected onto programmes.  After each camp athletes and 
coaches are surveyed to capture their individual reflections with SG 
working to promote and support a positive training environment and 
address any potential arising issues as soon as possible.  
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The last camp took place on 16/17 October for Development/PPP/NPP 
with the inclusion of ballet this time led by Thomas Edwards, Scottish 
Ballet.  The sessions were well received from the gymnasts and coaches 
that attended. 
The personal coaches also had 1 :1 ’s with Paul Coyle on their gymnasts 
Physical Preparation reports from the August profiling and had the 
opportunity to learn more about the area and how it links to the technical 
training, to help reduce injuries and areas for development for each of 
their gymnasts. 
  
Unfortunately the August camp clashed with a training camp in Bristol that 
a couple of clubs had already been booked onto before dates has been 
published, therefore numbers in August were considerably lower than in 
October.  Although it was apparent a number of coaches had a social 
engagement on the Saturday October camp evening that resulted in 
coaches leaving early.  This left questions on their commitment to the 
programme and the value they see in them.  Dates are published well in 
advance to plan around them to ensure there is full commitment to these 
camps by both gymnasts and coaches. 
  
The Development programme camps are being focused on getting the 
basic fundamentals right in Acro, learning to jump straight from the tops, 
the platform bend and lift from the base and middle & base, landings from 
the tops and support from the bases. 
The PPP/NPP have had input from Ian on the skills they have been working 
both in and out the rig across their routines and working on new skills for 
2022 and moving up age categories for some. 
 
Coaches without gymnasts on the programmes are invited to come along 
and use the sessions for observation/CPD.  The TC and Performance Team 
are keen to encourage as many coaches as possible to attend these 
sessions in order to support their learning, insight and professional 
development.  Posts advertising the camps were shared on all SG social 
media platforms inviting coaches to attend.  This will continue to happen 
for future camps into 2022.   
  
Competitions will restart from January 2022 with the Invitational and this 
will be a good benchmark for the partnerships selected onto the 
programmes.  Usually the partnerships have been selected onto 
programmes due to competition results, and with no competitions to do 
this with the 2021 programmes the upcoming competitions will allow Ian to 
see where each partnership is lying within their own age and across the UK 
using the Pat Wade to look at selections moving forward. 
  
Scottish Gymnastics financial year is now being extended to from end of 
March to end of August from 2022 and this has resulted in looking at 
activity for the extended 5 months that has not been planned for.  
Currently looking at what the potential is for camps and the possible 
reintroduction of club visits.  Further updates in due course.  
  
An international competition for a selected Acro team would be in the 
plans from about September 2022 onwards, which would be in the new 
financial year.  Request that Ian look to identify a suitable level of 
competition to send a team to.  The team attending would be on a much 
smaller scale than Budapest in 2018 and a selection policy and trial process 
would be in place for this competition.  Further update in due course. 
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British Championships/NDP Finals 
The NDP finals are not a performance activity but congratulations to all the 
medal winners and their coaches at Fenton Manor from the weekend. 
  
Two Scottish clubs took part in the British Championships at the weekend, 
also held at Fenton Manor, which had a reduced amount of clubs enter 
across the country, which resulted in 3 British titles from the partnerships, 
also 2 silver medals and 1 bronze.  Congratulations to the partnerships and 
their personal coaches. 
 

 ACTION: 
 
Communication of upcoming camps in 2022 for coaches that are not 
involved with gymnasts to attend as an observation/cpd opportunity 
(ongoing). 
 
Updates in due course with regards to the extended budget and growth of 
the performance programmes.  
 

4 COMPETITION/ EVENTS UPDATE: 
 
Beginners & Lower Grades Event: 
December beginners & lower grades competition all good to go.  This will 
be hosted at Avondale Gymnastics Club, Larkhall on Saturday 11 th 
December 2021. 
 
 
Scottish Invitational: 
It has now been confirmed that the January Invitational will be located at 
Bellahouston, Glasgow.   
 
There are a number of areas that are going to require further attention, 
planning and programming due to this being a new event venue for 
competition (temporary whilst Ravenscraig is unavailable).  Some items of 
equipment also can’t be provided by the venue but the TC is confident that 
EK gymnastics club will have the majority of this. 
 
The event welcomes partnerships across all categories from grade 3 to 
FIG.  
 
Each of the attending clubs from out with Scotland is to declare a judge 
(preferable that they are National or above) in order to support judging for 
the event.  
 
AY asked that there be some communication around the choice of venue 
and expectation for the event.  Noted that 2023’s event will be hosted at 
Ravenscraig again and able to accommodate larger numbers and spaces 
available.  The TC wishes to ensure attending clubs are aware this is a 
temporary solution to allow the event to proceed in 2022 but are aware it 
comes with some limitations compared to our desired choices.   
 
Events rules for visiting clubs (out with Scotland) to be communicated 
making sure they are aware to follow the SG rules/Scottish guidance for 
events.   
 
NY discussed having additional SG staff to support the event due to the 
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competition being hosted in a different venue and that more officials may 
be required to ensure the smooth running of this.  
 
Spectator tickets for the Invitational will need to be ordered in advance to 
ensure control of numbers across the weekend.  AM/PM sessions (similar 
to Gymfest) with possibility of wristbands.  This will help with efficiency on 
the door.  A staff member may be required on the door to ensure the 
checking of these.  
 
 
Scottish NDP Championships & FIG Tournament: 
The Scottish NDP Championships and FIG Tournament to be hosted in 
March 2022 at Bells Sports Centre.  Bells is not currently available on the 
19th & 20th but BH will see if there is any possibility to change dates.  5th & 
6th and 19th & 20th to look at Bells changing (as they currently have other 
sporting events on those dates).  If the previous is not possible we may go 
to the end of March (26th & 27th) and change the performance programme 
camp dates.  BH to feedback. 
 
 
FIG Championships & NDP Tournament: 
June event due to be hosted at Ravenscraig Sports Centre.  It is 
anticipated we will be able to resume our events at this preferred venue by 
this time.  
 
 
Future Event Possibilities: 
Meadowbank is due to re-open within the first quarter of 2022 however 
any event programming from SG will not be booked until at least 6 months 
(June 2022 onwards) in case of delays.  Meadowbank has approx 777 pull 
out bleachers 320 fixed bleachers in hall 2.  The venue offers a lot of 
flexibility and options for future events.   
 
2023 – events possibility of targeting one (Invitational / June Comp) for 
NDP and one for FIG to invite clubs from out with Scotland and grow each 
of these to cater for the larger numbers and align to the British 
programmes.    
 

 ACTION 
 
BH to attend a site visit to Bellahouston prior to January’s event.  
 
BH to confirm March dates at Bells Sports Centre for the Scottish NDP 
Championships/FIG Tournament.  
 
BH/NY Communication to visiting clubs from out with Scotland for the 
invitational regarding event restrictions and guidance (i.e. facemasks).   
 
BH to organise online ticket sales for the invitational in January so as to 
monitor spectator numbers across the weekend.  Decision on wristbands.  
 

5 JUDGE DEVELOPMENT 
 
Revalidation for judges due in 2022 and will be completed virtually.   
NY asked the question about running judging courses, primarily club judge, 
but this will likely take place later into 2022 after the revalidation. 
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BH asked the question about offering a pole to the judges with regards to 
their availability for 2022 events.  Suggested that alongside this SG ask the 
question regarding which judges are looking to revalidate and if there is an 
appetite for new courses also.  
 
JR to re-look at the club survey with regards to judge education and 
feedback to TF to look at how judges can continue to be supported in 
2022.  
 

 ACTION 
 
BH to request judges availability for the Scottish Invitational in January 
2022.  
 
BH to send an email to current acrobatic judges notifying them of 2022 
events and request their availability in advance.  Survey to also include 
notification of the revalidation and request that judges feedback their 
intention to revalidate. 
 
JR to update TF on the survey results of the judge education and book in a 
follow up discussion.  
 

6 COACH DEVELOPMENT 
 
SG Technical Symposium has been postponed until June as this allows 
more time for planning around content and delivery.  It will follow on from 
the BG Symposium in the hope that topics aren’t duplicated.   
 
JR presented a draft overview of the proposed content and shared this 
with the TC and SG staff to feedback on.  
 
FF & JR & IS to discuss the Acro Content for the Symposium in order to 
shape this and ensure it is relevant and directed to the coaches hoped to 
be in attendance.   
 
Discussion around the dates for the Symposium and the acro specific.  
Agreed that a date will need to be selected for mid-week.  Understood 
that it will be challenging to find a particular day in the week that is 
suitable for all.  Mindful that this follows on from the June Competition 
and so agreed Monday evening may not be suitable.   
 
With regards to formal education there will have been 3 level 1 courses and 
2 level 2 course by the end of 2021.  In addition to these there have been a 
number of assessment dates to ensure all candidates awaiting their sign 
off or have since completed courses have the opportunity to do this.  
 
Dates for courses and assessments for 2022 are currently being decided 
and these will be confirmed by mid December. 
 
Continue to share dates and information around the performance camps 
and encourage coaches not already involved with gymnasts to attend as an 
observation/cpd opportunity.  
 

 ACTION 
 
FF & JR to contact Ian Said and arrange a meeting to begin initial 
brainstorming ideas for the symposium.  
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7 COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 
SH shared an example of the Rhythmic TC working with Iona and Jacob to 
look at communications for 2022.  It would be suggested that the acro TC 
work with Iona & Jacob to pull together a draft timeline and look at what 
can be shared around events.   
 
BH mentioned that all events are input into a shared staff calendar so that 
everyone, including the media team, can see what is coming up.  Anything 
additional information regarding the events that requires more coverage 
to be communicated in advance to allow the planning and coverage to 
take place.   
 
AY asked if the SG Website could be updated with regards to the previous 
Scottish Prelims in October.  It has been documented that it was at 
Acrobay but it should be Avondale.  Info to be updated.  
 
There was a discussion that perhaps Lynsey could be more involved in the 
liaison between the media team and events to help improve this link up.  
Lynsey may also be able to approach clubs/coaches/gymnasts to capture 
some good news stories and support the promotion/marketing of the acro 
community and it’s progression.  AY to approach LR and then follow up 
with Iona & Jacob.  
 

 ACTION 
 
SG website to be updated with location of the Scottish Prelims. 
 
AY to discuss with Lynsey the potential to work more closely and 
intentionally with the marketing team to promote events and the stories 
around these.  
 
 

8 AOB 
 
BH asked the question regarding who makes the Youth entry for Pat Wade 
(individual club or SG).  Clarification on this to be sought.  
 
Information to go out to judges regarding tariff sheet checking for the 
invitational by mid December so that they have a heads up.  TF & BH to 
send out (after we have a list of judges that are available and/or provided 
by visiting clubs).  
 
Pens/Notepads – judges gift for Invitational.  BH to check what SG is able 
to provide.  Budgeted for this so just need to check stock and then decide 
actions/purchase from there.  
 

9 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

  
Thursday 10th February 2022 
@6.30pm 
 

 
 


